
Making Fofucha/Fofuchas for the Wedding
Instructions No. 902

You really cannot resist this bridal couple! Whether as a decoration, which
sets the location in scene or as a wedding gift, with these two Fofuchas from
Foam sheets you have the original decoration idea!

Fofucha are small dolls that resemble a human original. With our free
instructions, accessories and templates you can easily rebuild them.
Fofuchas are made from Foam sheets 

Use the template, which you enlarge to 200% with the copier, to make the
templates and cut out the individual parts from Foam sheets . 

Design the head and body of the Fofuchas 
Place the skin-coloured Foam sheets between a kitchen towel and baking
foil. Now iron over the cloth with an iron heated to cotton temperature. Form
the Foam sheets afterwards immediately over a ball half. Fix the Foam
sheets with straw flowers-
needle and remove the excess material. Cover the body of the bride with
white and groom with black just like this. With the hot glue gun, melt a hole
in the ball head (skin surface to the front) and glue it to the cone.

Design the hair of the Fofucha:
Cut off individual sections from Foam sheets and cut them into the comb. Glue the hair on the head in scales, starting from the bottom to the top, covering free
areas

Tip: For long hair with curls, simply warm the individual strands with an iron and wrap them over a round log.

Shape the face:
With the black marker you paint the face and colour it with Hobby Color. When everything is dry, paint the tongue in red with the marker pen.

Design the Fofucha bridegroom:
Cut out and glue on the tailcoat, shirt and cylinder parts. Stick on flowers and buttons. Paint the 2 front buttons of the tailcoat with Edding in Silver .

Design the Fofucha bride
Cut out many pieces of leaves as well as the veil, warm them up and stretch them in waves. Then you put the leaves together in scales starting from the
bottom to form a skirt, first glue a large, then a small veil piece to the back of the head, secure everything with straw flower needles and decorate it with
leaves. Decorate the Foam sheets-bride now with some lace at the lower edge of the dress, at the neck, the veil-
edges as well as tied to a bow in the hair 

Finally, decorate the Fofucha bridal couple with the daisies.

You need additional:

1 log
1 iron
1 baking foil
1 kitchen towel

Article number Article name Qty

Article information:



600316 Polystyrene cone 26 cm 2
600200 Polystyrene ball, Ø 10 cm 2
652117-02 Foam sheets-Plates, 1 mmWhite 2
652117-30 Foam sheets-Plates, 1 mmMaize 2
652117-83 Foam sheets-Plates, 1 mmPowder 2
652124-01 VBS Foam rubber, 2 mmBlack 1
560078-49 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlTurquoise blue 1
560078-80 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlWhite 1
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